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Work package 1: Evidence generation 

throughout the life-cycle

Core objectives:

1. Analyse and monitor activities that occur within 

+ outside IMI programmes that provide and 

generate evidence about MAPPs

2. Develop a gap analysis of the current and 

future needs of evidence generation to support 

MAPPs
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• NICE temporarily left WP1 to do work on MEAs 

in WP3 – this is now complete

• Work in WP3 identified:

– Hesitation + scepticism among payers and HTA 

bodies regarding adaptive pathways

– No readily available MEAs for adaptive pathways 

products

• EMA closed the adaptive pathways pilot and 

made adaptive pathways part of its existing 

regulatory procedures…

• …meaning adaptive pathways already are here
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Developments in first year ADAPT-SMART
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Evidence generation throughout the life cycle

• To perform the analysis of selected IMI projects and 

identify tools/methods that could help progress a product 

through the MAPPs pathways, 5 workstreams were 

identified:
– WS1: high level screening of IMI projects 

– WS2: analysis focused on CMC/Pharm. Development

– WS3: analysis focused on tools/methods used in early life cycle

– WS4 focused on clinical/HTA evidence generated during clinical 

development  

– WS5 on Real World data generation
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ADAPT SMART – what has been delivered in 2016?

1. Report on MAPPs research gaps based on 
review of mature IMI projects (Stage 1)

2. Glossary of terms (WP2) 

3. Paper on engagement criteria (WP2) 

4. Report on MAPPs pathways and decision points 
(WP2)

5. Report on managed entry agreements and exit 
strategies (WP3)
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First report findings – discussion and gaps 
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• Highlighted issue of ‘reverse engineering’ – that 

is, no output designed with MAPPs in mind 

originally

• Therefore none of the outputs immediately 

appropriate / relevant to MAPPs, but many may 

be relevant / valuable with some further work / 

modification / validation 

• How we define “gaps” also re-examined 
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Preliminary gap analysis
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• How do we define gaps? 
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Next steps - Elin & Solange - Stage 2

• Revisit the list of IMI projects

• Leverage work EMA Registries Initiative

• Using the same methodology 

• Further support from colleagues in stage 1

• Will feed into deliverable D1.04
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Preliminary gap analysis
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• How do we define gaps? 
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Topics of interest identified

1. Single-arm (experimental) studies

2. Indirect comparisons and observational studies

3. Payer evidence requirements
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Review of tools and methods to support evidence generation 
throughout the life cycle:

• Pre-clinical evidence impact on primary or secondary endpoints;

• Predictive preclinical tools for benefit/risk assessment;

• Tools for stratifying patient populations;

• Use of diagnostic tools;

• Determination of linkage between patient relevant outcomes and 
clinical endpoints;

• Methods that could help optimise drug development;

• Methods to enable evidence generation for personalised 
treatment combinations;

• Methods for estimating the value of information at a given time 
point during the product life-cycle;

• Development and validation of algorithms for patient allocation to 
treatment;

• Methods for determining uncertainty, including patient 
preferences and values;

• Methods for adjusting for biases of real-world data. 
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• Practical issues around data generation;

• Progressive validation of biomarkers;

• Progressive validation of patient reported 

outcomes;

• Non-traditional methods of data generation;

• Data standards and interoperability;

• Generating evidence of effectiveness;

• Continuous data generation.
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Review of relevant and reliable data generation 

throughout the life cycle
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Plan for 2017 activities - Jacoline & Sarah

• Meeting in December 2016 with work package 1 

to discuss plans

• Work package 1 workshop yesterday

– Discussed progress

– Reviewed priorities

– Identified next steps including scope/clarifying 

questions

– Questions around resources & input
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Work package 1 Workplan – to be refined

Deliverables:

D1.01: Detailed work plan (M3)

D1.02: Analysis of completed IMI/non-IMI projects (M21)

D1.03: Short horizon scanning report of future IMI/non-IMI 

projects (M18)

D1.04: Collaborative research proposals based on gap 

analysis (M18)

D1.05 Update horizon scanning (M24)

D1.06 Update horizon scanning (M30)
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